


Everyone has a story to tell



Dooman is a creative narrative studio focused on creating professional 
video content. The studio has incorporated the experience of a group 
of professionals and documentary filmmakers and professionals in 
the advertising field, it was founded in 2020, whereas it had already 
accumulated a great deal of experience from many years of its members. 
Having the experience of working with the largest companies and private 
and public enterprises, incorporating frames of pictures from the north to 
the south and from the east to the west of Iran. In Dooman, we particularly 
emphasise two principles of quality and time, and we implement these 
principles in addition to professional project management to narrate 
stories of businesses, industries, and large production and service 
enterprises.

Who are we?



 Our services

Production of promotional videos

Corporate Video, Brand Video:
An introduction video to fully introduce the company and the set 
of services and products which can be presented in all media such 
as TV, social media, also broadcasted offline in official meetings, 
exhibitions, …

Short fiction or documentary promotional video:
To introduce a service, product or to introduce the company to be 
broadcasted to all media for quick and wide impact but short term

Short or semi-long promotional documentary:
The story of a company or enterprise with regard to its history, 
founders, the path that has taken and its services



Human Resources documentary:
A documentary for introducing and acquainting viewers with the 
staff and human resources of a company in order to expand the 
organizational brand and highlight human resources.

Architecture and construction stages documentary:
To introduce the architecture and design of a structure or the stages 
of construction of a huge building

Making documentary video of events and video coverage of a 
company events

Producing professional motion graphics to present information and 
statistics and introducing services and products in two-dimensions, 
three-dimensions, etc.



Consulting, Design Strategy

Consulting and designing advertisement, content and marketing 
strategies for an enterprise including multimedia productions in all 
broadcast media

Organising and managing media and news sessions and managing 
the distribution of news coverage Meetings in different media

Media and content consulting

Designing online events and its implementation in the best digital 
studio in the country



Other services:

Content consulting, management and content production 
for social media pages

Industrial photography of products and production lines, 
etc.

Professional webcast/streaming via dedicated or social 
media pages



They have trusted us



Dooman.media


